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1 
This invention relates to surgical instruments 

and more particularly to trephining instruments, 
designed to remove a disk or plug of bone from 
a skull, to produce a hole in the skull as a pre 
liminary step in the removal of a skull-section 
to permit a brain operation. The invention also 
relates to an improved method of trephining. 
The invention has as a primary object to pro 

vide an improved, automatically controlled power 
driven trephining instrument which is easy and 
convenient to manipulate, which is rapid in its 
action and safe in operation. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

an automatically controlled trephining instru 
ment which does not start its cutting action until 
the cutter has been accurately located relative to 
the spot where the hole is to be made; which is 
started by pressure of a portion of the instru 
ment on the skull; and which is stopped auto 
matically the instant the disk of bone has 
been severed from the skull, thus protecting the 
dura and the brain therebeneath from accidental 
injury. 

~ A further object is to provide, in an instrument 
of this nature, automatically actuated means for 
forcing the dura out of the path of the rotating 
cutter. 
Another object of the invention is to provide, 

in a power driven trephining instrument, an ad 
justable stop to limit the inward movement of 
the cutter so that the cutting edge thereof cannot 
be forced materially beyond the inner surface of 
the skull bone. 

Still another object is to provide conveniently 
actuated means for disconnectibly connecting the 
instrument to a ?exible power drive-shaft. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

an improved cutter, for an instrument of this 
nature, which gives ample room for chip disposal, 
which affords clearance between the outer wall of 
the bone disk removed and the inner wall of the 
cutter to prevent jamming of the disk in the 
cutter, and in which a plurality of cutting teeth 
of unequal widths, spaced apart circumferen 
tially about the cutter, act simultaneously on the 
bone being drilled. 
These objects have been attained by the pro 

vision of a hand-supported and hand-manipu 
lated instrument, generally similar to a portable 
hand drill, having a, frame affording a hand grip 
at one end, a rotary cutter spindle journaled in 
the frame substantially perpendicular to the hand 
grip, a remotely located electric driving motor, 
and power means in the form of a ?exible drive 
shaft adapted to connect the motor and the 
instrument to drive the cutter spindle. The im 
proved instrument also includes a switch and 
control means therefor whereby the switch is 
closed and the motor (and consequently the cut 
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ter spindle) are set in motion by pressure of a 
portion of the instrument on the skull. Means, 
in the form of a plunger which is put under spring‘ 
tension during the trephining operation ‘and, 
which is released by the severance of the bone 
disk by the trephining cutter, is provided for 
automatically opening the switch, thereby stop_—, 
ping the rotation of the cutter, when the cutting 

operation has been completed. , With the above and other objects in view, as 

will hereinafter appear, the invention comprises 
the devices, combinations, and arrangements of 
parts hereinafter set forth and illustrated in-the, 
accompanying drawings of a preferred embodi-l 
ment of the invention, from which the several 
features of the invention and the advantages 
attained thereby will be readily understood by 
those skilled in the art. . 
In the drawings, - 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation, partly in section, of 
a surgical instrument embodying the present 
invention. ' 

Fig. 2 is a left end view of the instrument illu‘sr 
trated in Fig. 1. ' , ' 

Fig. 3 is a longitudinal vertical section, sub 
stantially on the line 3--3 of Fig. 2, through the 
central and left end portions of the instrument 
shown in Fig. l, the parts being shown in the 
positions which they occupy prior to the begin-‘‘ 
ning of a trephining operation. ' 

Fig. 3a is a view similar to Fig. 3, with certain, 
elements omitted and with the parts shownin 
full lines in the positions which they occupyat 
the beginning of a trephining operation and, in" 
dotted lines, in the positions which they occupy 
at the completion of the operation and immedi'“.v 
ately before the motor ‘control switch is opened 
to discontinue the rotation of the motor and the. 
cutter spindle. 

Fig. 4 is a transverse vertical sectional viewf_ 
taken on the line 4-4 of Figs. 1 and 3. ' ' 

Fig. 5 is a longitudinal horizontal section taken 
substantially on the line 5—5 of Fig. 3. ' . 

Fig. 6 is a transverse Vertical‘ sectional view. 
taken on the line 6—6 of Figs. 1 and 3. 

Fig. 7 is an enlarged end viewof the improved,‘ 
cutter forming a part of the trephining instru 
ment. 

Fig. 8 is a longitudinal section taken on the?’v 
line 8-8 of Fig. 7. 

Fig. 9 is an. enlarged sectional view of the cut-u,‘v 
ter, disclosing it as part way through a skull 
bone and showing the clearance afforded between‘, 
the inner surface of the cutter and the outer sur.-' " 
face of the bone disk being removed. 

Fig. 10is a section taken on the line I ill-340": 
of Fig. 9, also'showing the clearance between the: 
cutter and the disk. 
Fig. 11 is a ‘detail sectional view of the cutter-\ 
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United. States patent to McGall, No. 1,960,020, 
May 22, 1934i.v Inasmuch as the speci?c construc 
tion of this switch forms no part of the pres 
ent invention, detailed illustration and descrip 
tion thereof is deemed unnecessary. Suffice it 
to say that it is embodied in an electrical ,cir 
cuit (see Fig. 14) comprising a line L1 which 
extends from any suitable source of. power to 
a coupling block 40 and thence directly to the 
motor M. The line L2 extends to the coupling 
block 40 thence to the switch S carried by the 
instrument. The switch is normally open but is 
adapted to be closed by the inward endwise move 
ment of a plunger 4| forming a part of the 
switch. When the switch is closed, line L2 is 
connected back to the coupling block 40 and 
then to the motor M through line L3 thereby 
completing the circuit from the lines L1 and L3 
to the motor and causing it to rotate and turn 
the flexible cable ||, shaft 9, gears 2|, 23, cut 
ter spindle i3 and cutter 20. , 

Secured to the side of the switch block, by a 
screw 42, is a spring arm 43 adapted to engage 
the outer end of the plunger 4| thereby to shift 
it inwardly to close the circuit. , 
The switchS is secured, by screws 45, upon 

the base portion 44a of an L-shaped saddle mem 
ber 44. The saddle member has an upstanding 
portion 44b formed integrally with a horizon 
tally disposed sleeve 46 slidingly ?tted Within the 
axial bore Iii2L in the cutter-driving spindle l8. 
The base 44a of the saddle 44 is slidingly mount 
ed upon an upper ?at bearing surface I”L pro 
vided by the portion | of the frame of the in 
strument, and between guide-bars 41 secured to 
opposite sides of the portion | by screws 48. A 
pair of plungers 43, slidingly mounted in a trans 
verse bore 50 formed in the base 44“ are urged 
outwardly by a spring 51 and frictionally en 
gage the inner faces of the guide-bars 41 to re 
tard the sliding movement of the saddle 44 for 
a purpose hereinafter to be described. 

Slidingly mounted within the sleeve 46, is a 
plunger .52 having a reducedrear end 52a which 
is surrounded by one end of a compression coil 
spring 53, the other end of which ishoused in 
a sleeve 54 and bears against an abutment wall 
4“ provided by the end wall 4. The spring 53 
normally urges the plunger 52 outwardly, the 
outward movement of the plunger being limit 
ed by contact of a pin 55 carried by the plunger, 
withthe front end walls 5tBL of slots 56 formed 
in the opposite sides of the sleeve 46, as shown 
in Figs. 1, 3 and 5. The outer end of the plunger 
52 normally projects beyond the cutting face of 
the teeth t of the cutter 20 and has secured 
therein a pin 51 having a pointed end adapted 
to be inserted into the skull bone at the point 
where the hole is to be trephined. This pin and 
plunger afford locating and guiding means for 
the cutter and insure that the hole will be drilled 
at the intended point by preventing side slip 
ping of the cutter. , . 

‘Secured to the rear end of the plunger 52, by 
a pin 58, is the hub 59 of an outwardly and 
downwardly extending arm 60. The outer end 
portion of this arm is adapted, upon rearward 
movement of the plunger 52, to engage the spring 
arm 43 of the switch S and cause the latter arm 
to close the switch. 
A limit stop or depth gauge 62 serves as means 

for limiting the depth to which the cutter-teeth 
t may enter the skull. This limit stop comprises 
a ring-like skull-engaging portion 62asurround 
ing the cutter 20 and a shank portion 62'’ ad 
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justably secured, by a set screw 63“, upon a stud 
64 secured to the end wall 3 of the instrument, 
by screws 65. Prior to the trephining operation, 
the thickness of the skull is determined, as ac 
curately as possible, as for example, by X-ray 
photographs, and the stop 62 is so set that the 
teeth of the cutter may enter only slightly :be 
yond the inner surface of the skull. It is im 
possible to so accurately determine the thick 
ness of all parts of the skull that the stop may 
be set with sufficient precision to stop the in 
ward movement of the cutter the instant the in 
ner surface of the skull has been reached. The 
limit stop transmits to the outer surface of the 
skull the thrust applied to the instrument after 
the hole has been trephined and prevents acci 
dental forcing of the cutter into the dura or the 
brain therebeneath. 

Operation 
Having thus described the construction of the 

improved instrument, the operation thereof in 
connection with the removing of a plug or disk 
from a skull will now be explained. 
Having determined where the hole is to be 

made in the bone B of the skull and having de 
termined the approximate thickness thereof and 
set the limit stop 62 accordingly, the surgeon 
connects the instrument to the electric motor 
M and to the electric circuit, as illustrated in 
Fig. 14. The motor is then at rest because of 
the fact that the motor control switch S is nor 
mally open. 
The surgeon then grasps the hand grip 6 of 

the handle and places the pointed end of the 
pin 51 at the point where the hole is to be made, 
and applies initial pressure to the handle in 
line with the longitudinal axis of the instrument. 
This initial pressure forces the pointed end of 
the pin 51 into the outer‘surface of the skull 
su?ciently to hold the plunger 52 and the cut 
ter 20 against lateral movement. Further pres 
sure applied to the handle causes the plunger 
52 to .be forced rearwardly in the sleeve 46 of 
the saddle 44 in opposition to the spring 53. 
During this movement the arm 60, carried by the 
plunger 52, engages the switch arm 43 which, 
in turn, acts on the plunger 4| and closes the 
switch S, thereby starting the motor and con 
sequently effecting rotation of the cutter spindle 
| 8 and the cutter 20 carried thereby. During 
the closing of the switch S, the saddle 44 is held 
against rearward movement, relative to the 
frame, by the pressure of the plungers 49 on the 
guide-bars 41. Continued pressure on the handle 
moves the cutter 20 substantially into contact 
with the outer surface of the skull as indicated 
in full lines in Fig. 3a and causes further retrac 
tion of the plunger 52, relative to the sleeve 46, 
and takes up the lost motion between the plunger 
and sleeve until the pin 55 carried by the plunger 
engages the rear end walls 56b of the slots 56 
in the sleeve 46 after which there is no further 
relative movement between the plunger 52, sleeve 
45, saddle 44 and the switch S carried by the 
saddle. The cutter 20 is now rotating and ready 
to start its cutting operation on the skull 
bone B. 

Continued pressure on the handle moves the 
instrument toward the work and causes the cut 
ter 20 to cut an annular channel in the skull 
bone while the plunger 52 is maintained in pres 
sure contact with the outer face of the plug 
or disk 01 being removed. Inasmuch as they in 

" strument as a whole is advanced toward the skull 
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while‘ theplungcr 52,‘ saddle 411 and switch S 
remains stationary, the vrelative movement :there 
between causes the compression of the spring .153 

to be increased. Fig. 11 discloses the-cutter as , part. way’through the skull vbone B wlil‘ e the 

plunger 52 exerts a pressure‘tunder the'in?uence 
of the‘spring 53 as representedlby the arrow 7") 
on the outer face of the disk 11. 

Fig. 3a shows, in dotted ‘lines, the cutter 21) 
as having completely penetrated the bone 25 and 
having reached the-duraD, thedisk at ‘now being 
completely severed from ‘the surrounding bone 
B. When ‘this condihon has been reached, the 
spring ‘53 acts instantly to force'the plunger E52 
"forwardly-thus pushing the disk drandlthe under‘ 
lying (11 re D iin dry of the skull "to a position 
‘substantially -- iusurated in Fig. '12. ‘This fier 
‘ward movement of ‘the plunger 5~2eshiits the {arm 
160 out of contact with the switch controlling arm 
:43ywhich thereupon permits the plunger 4! to 
:move outwardly thereby breaking the 'circuit'and 
discontinuing the rotation of the motor M and 
‘.cutter 2D. The pressure of the spring p'iungers 
:49 on the bars ill temporarily prevents the saddle 
4'4, and'the switch S carried thereby, from fol 
lowing ‘the plunger -52 and armed. This auto 
;matic stopping of the motor is an ‘important ‘fea 
‘.‘ture of the present invention. 

vAs 'is well known, the‘ dura ‘has a certain ad~ 
l'herence to the inner surface of the'skull which 
:adherence tends to resist inward movement of 
ithe'dura from vthe position's'hoivn in Fig. 11 1‘to 
{that shown in Fig. 12. Likewise the brain which 
underlies the dura affords resistance to inward 
movement of the dura. The spring 53 ‘therefore 
:is soco'nstructedand arranged that'its strength 
‘bears a de?nite relation to the resistance to ‘in 
ward movement of the dura, whereby‘ when ‘:the 
disk d is severed from the skull ‘bone, the spring 
will force the disk ‘inwardly ‘to a position. sub 
stantially as shown in Fig. 12 but not {materially 
‘further. In ‘this vposition the force ‘of the spring 
and the resistance to movemento'f the .dura ‘are 
balanced and the disk holds the duraout of the 
path of rotation of 'tl'ie'cutter, should the {teeth 
thereof pass beyond the inner surf ace- of =‘thes'kuil 
before the limit stop ‘62 ‘engages the outerxsur 
iace'thereof. When‘the pressure‘on'the lian‘dlei? 
is relieved the spring 53 overcomes the resistance 
to movement afforded by the spring plungers=49 1, 
bearing on the guide-bars GT and returns the 
saddle 45, sleeve ‘£26, switch vS, plunger 5W2, and 
arm 6t to the 'positions'shown in Fig. v1. 

In practice, the disks vd,—of whichsseveral'are 
removed-as an initial step in the opening of'the 1 
.skull, are placed in a sterile solution and, after 
"the operation "on the brain has been completed, 
:are replaced in the openings from which they 
were removed and in a'relatively ‘short time 1are 
:?rmly knitted to the adjacent skullfbone. 

While the-improved method of ‘trephiningihas 
"been described in connection with the ‘instru 
ment disclosed in the drawings and ‘describedin 
"the speci?cation, it is vto be understoodithatthe 
method may also be performed by hand or by‘ 
other tools; the essential feature being theipro 
tection of the dura and the underlying ‘brain 
by rendering the cutter ineffective to cut the 
dura after thediskd'has'been completely-severed 
from the skull bone. This may be :effectedin 
either of two ways (a), by causing "the disk-Tic 
v‘shift the dura out of the range'of thecutterzor, 
(b) by automaticallyistoppingithe‘ rotation of ‘the 
cutter the instant the trephining ‘of the skull 
l'bonelhas been = completed. a The rspeci?c instru 
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ment "disclosed this application 1embodies both 
of these safety features butobviously both are 
notessential. 
Having thus set .forth ‘the. nature of the in 

vention,:what I-claim ‘herein‘is: 
l. A ‘surgical instrument comprising a frame, 

ashandle atone end of the frame, arotary cutter 
‘spindle journaledain said frame, a cutter carried 
‘by saidspindle :andhaving a cutting face pro 
jecting beyond the opposite end of said frame, 
:electric ‘power means to rotate said spindle and 
cutter, -a yielding member supported within said 
cutter-spindle andihaving a portion normally 
projecting beyond the cutting face of the cutter 
and adapted to ‘engage the work in advance of 
the cutter, ‘a power control switch carried by 
said frame, and means-actuated by the movement 
"of said yielding member‘under thepressureiof the 
\workifor closing said switch to render said elec 
tric power driven means effective torota'te said 
spindle and cutter. 

12. A trephining instrument-comprising alframe, 
a trephining cutter carried thereby, electric 
power ‘driven means to rotate said cutter to ef 
feet a trephining operation, a spring-pressed 
plunger mounted within said cutter and having 
a ‘portion thereof adapted to bear on the bone 
disk being cut from the skull bone during the 
trephining operation, said plunger being designed 
to *be moved Iaxia'llyby-the spring :pressure there 
on to force said disk inwardly of the skull when 
the ‘disk is severed ‘from the surrounding skull 
"bone, andranrelectric switch connected with said 
electric poweridriven meanslandactuated by-‘and 
simultaneously with said vaxial movement-of the 
plunger toidiscontinuelthe rotation-of the cutter. 

I3.‘~A:surgical instrument comprising an open 
frame having aJhand-gripporitioma.rotaryicutter 
spindle 2journaled -therein,.a hollow cutter carried 
by said-spindlerand having its cutting face .pro 
‘jecting ‘beyondhsaid frame, electric .power means 
to rotate saidspindle and cutter,ia vwork-contact 
ing member slidingly mounted insaid spindle, 
spring ‘means ‘acting ‘on .said work-contacting 
‘member-and shifting itr-in- onerdirection .to arposi 
tion-in which ‘one end thereof projects beyond 
Ithe cutting ifacerofsaidicutter, said member :be 
iingadaptedto be-shiftedinithe .opposite direction 
Ziii/opposition to said spring means bypressureof 
the member :on the work, and a power control 
switch slidingly ‘mounted in-said- open rframe-and 
actuated by vthe movements of said member al 
5ternately to render said, electric .power ‘means 
effective and ineffective. 

4.» »A surgical vinstrumentcomprising a frame, 
a cutter spindle journaled therein, a .cutterlse 
cured upon said spindle, means, including a 
shaft ‘journaledin said frame andiadapteditorbe 
rdrivenbya ?exible drive cable .from a remotely 
located :motor,:for. rotating :said spindle and cut 
ter, a motoracoritrol'switch carriedbysaidframe. 
a :-switch controlling member :slidingly mounted 
in said frame, spring means urging ;said :mem 
iber'in :one vdirection to 2a position in which said 

” switchisopen and the :motor isat restuand with 
:the forwardend :of said member projecting "be 
;yondthe workingrface of-said'cutter, and-.means 
:actuated‘by the movement -of said member in 
?che opposite direction under the :pressure of'the 
work thereon for closing said ‘switch to start 
‘said-motor. 

:5. Asurgical mstrumentvcomprising a frame, 
a :handle at one of the frame, a shaft jour 
naled .ilengthwise aim-said ,frame and transversely 
o'fzsaiii handleran‘ntary zcutter=spindle 'journaled 
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in said frame, a cutter carried by said spindle 
and having a cutting face projecting beyond the 
opposite end of said frame, a speed-reducing 
gear connection between said shaft and spindle, 
electric power means to rotate said shaft and 
thereby said spindle and cutter, a yielding mem 
ber supported within said cutter-spindle and 
having a portion normally projecting beyond the 
cutting face of the cutter and adapted to en 
gage the work in advance of the cutter, a power 
control switch carried by said frame, and means 
actuated by the movement of said yielding mem 
ber under the pressure of the work for closing 
said switch and thereby rendering said power 
driven means effective to rotate said spindle and 
cutter. 

6. A trephining instrument comprising a frame, 
a handle at one end of the frame, a shaft jour 
naled in said frame transversely of said handle, 
a rotary cutter-spindle journaled in said frame, 
a cutter carried by said spindle and having a 
cutting face projecting beyond the opposite end 
of said frame, a gear connection between said 
shaft and spindle, electric power means to ro 
tate said shaft and thereby said spindle and cut 
ter, a yielding member supported within said 
cutter-spindle and having a portion normally 
projecting beyond the cutting face of the cutter 
and adapted to engage the work in advance of 
the cutter, a power control switch carried by 
said frame, means actuated by the relative move 
ment between said yielding member and said 
switch under the pressure of the work for render 
ing said electric power driven means effective to 
rotate said spindle and cutter to effect a trephin 
ing operation, and spring means acting on said 
member at the completion of the trephining op 
eration to shift said yielding member in the op 
posite direction to discontinue the rotation of 
the spindle and cutter. 

7. The combination of an electric motor and a 
?exible drive shaft driven thereby; of a trephin 
ing instrument located remotely from said mo 
tor and actuated from said drive shaft, said in 
strument comprising a frame, a rotary spindle 
journaled therein, a trephining cutter carried by 
said spindle, a motor control switch slidingly 
mounted on said frame, spring means normally 
urging said switch in one direction on said frame, 
an electric circuit connected with said motor and 
switch, a spring-pressed work-engaging plunger 
carried by said instrument, and means carried by 
said plunger and responsive to pressure of the 
work on the plunger for closing said switch to 
effect starting of the motor, said switch being 
adapted to have a sliding motion relative to said 
frame in opposition to said spring means after 
the switch has been closed and during the 
trephining operation. 

8. The combination set forth in claim 7 in 
which the switch is mounted upon a saddle which 
is slidingly mounted on said frame and spring 
urged in a direction opposite to that in which the 
work-engaging plunger is moved relative to the 
frame by the pressure of the work, and in which 
friction means is provided to retard the return 
movement of said saddle when the pressure of 
the work on the plunger is relieved. 

9. The combination set forth in claim '7 in 
which the switch is mounted upon a. saddle which 
is slidingly mounted on said frame between a 
pair of guide bars and spring urged in a direc 
tion opposite to that in which the work-engag 
ing plunger is moved relative to the frame by the 
pressure of the work, and in which a pair of 
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10 
spring-pressed plungers are carried by said sad 
dle and frictionally engage said guide-bars to 
retard the return movement of the saddle when 
the pressure of the work on the work-engaging 
plunger is relieved. 

10. A surgical instrument comprising a frame, 
a rotary spindle journaled therein, a, cutter car 
ried by said spindle, an electric motor to rotate 
said spindle and cutter, a saddle slidingly 
mounted on said frame and having a sleeve por 
tion within said spindle, a motor-control switch 
secured upon said saddle, a plunger slidingly 
mounted in said sleeve and having a work-en 
gaging end, a spring acting on said saddle and 
plunger normally to force them to one extreme 
position with the work-engaging end of the 
plunger extending beyond the cutting face of said 
cutter, a pin-and-slot connection between said 
sleeve and plunger to permit limited endwise 
movement of the plunger in the sleeve by the 
resistance to movement of the work, and an arm 
carried by said plunger and rendered effective by 
said limited movement of the plunger to close 
said motor-controlling switch. 

11. A trephining instrument comprising a 
frame, a rotary cutter spindle journaled therein, 
power driven means to rotate said spindle, a 
trephining cutter secured upon said spindle and 
including a cylindrical portion having an eccen 
tric bore affording a wall of varying thickness, 
the axis of the bore being parallel to the axis 
of said cylindrical portion, and a plurality of cut 
ting teeth formed in the free end portion of said 
wall, said teeth being of various Widths. 

12. A trephining cutter comprising, a hub, a 
cylindrical portion projecting from said hub and 
having an annular wall of varying thickness, and 
a plurality of cutting teeth formed in the free end 
portion of said wall. 

13. A trephining cutter having a cylindrical 
portion provided with an eccentric bore affording 
a wall of varying thickness, the axis of the bore 
being parallel to the axis of said cylindrical por 
tion, and a plurality of cutting teeth formed in 
one end of said cylindrical portion with one of 
said teeth in the thickest portion of the wall. 

14. A skull-cutting surgical instrument, com 
prising a frame, a cutting tool carried thereby, an 
electric motor located remotely from said instru 
ment, a driving connection between said motor 
and said instrument for actuating said cutting 
tool, an electric switch carried by said instrument 
and in circuit with said motor, a skull-engaging 
member carried by and movable relatively to said 
frame, and means rendered effective upon move 
ment of said skull-engaging member relative to 
said frame for closing said switch to start said 
motor and thereby actuate said cutting tool. 

JOHN D. KARLE. 
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